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ON WAGNER'S GENERALIZED BERWALD SPACE

By MASAO HAsHIGUCHI

In his paper [8J V. Wagner has generalized the notion of a Berwald space, and has
-obtained an interesting invariant characteristic of a two-dimensional generalized :&rwald
space. A Berwald space means here an affinely connected Finsler space defined by L.
Berwald [1,2J as the space in which his connection coefficients depend on position alone.
H we obey the Cartan connection [4J, such a space is also the one in which Cartan's
-connection coefficients r*/ J, depend on position alone. and is· characterized by the well
known condition C;jJ,ll=O. V. Wagner has called a space as a generalized Berwald space
if there is possible to introduce a generalized Cartan connection, with torsion (*r/,.-*rij
+0), in such a way that the connection coefficients *r/}, depend on position alone. And·
in a two-dimensional case he has shown. as the main theorem, that a space is a general
ized Berwald space if and only if oA/oO is a function of A, where A and 0 are the
main scalar and the Landsberg angle respectively (Berwald [2J). Wagner's work is th
ought to be of great significance in the sense that it offers a good model of Finsler spaces.

The purpose of the present paper is to clarify a meaning of the generalized Cartan con
nection used in Wagner [8J by some geometrical axioms, and to characterize Wagner's
generalized Berwald spaces of general dimensions. In Sections 2 and 3 we shall introduce
the notion of metrical connections with deflection and torsion, and define generalized Ber
wald spaces in a broader sense than Wagner's. In the last section it will be shown that
the generalized Cartan connection is a semi-symmetric metrical connection without deflection
(Theorem 5), and that a space is Wagner's generalized Berwald space if and only if there
exists a generalized Cartan connection satisfying the condition C;j},ll=O similar to the one
for a Berwald space (Theorem 7).

Throughout the present paper we shall use the terminologies and notations described in
Matsumoto's monograph [7J. It should be remarked that the treated Finsler connections
are different from the ones familiar to us. So, for convenience' sake we shall devote
Section 1 to sketching the materials necessary for our discussions from his Finsler theory.

The author is indebted to Prof. Dr. M. Matsumoto for drawing his attention to this
problem, and wishes to express here his sincere gratitude for the invaluable suggestions
and encouragement.

1. Preliminaries.

1.1. Given a differentiable manifold M of dimension n. we denote by L(M) CM, 'IT:, GL
(n,R» the bundle of linear frames and by T(M)(M,T,Y,GL(n,R» the tangent bundle
where the standard fibre Y is a vector space of dimension n with a fixed base {ea}· The
induced bundle T-1L(M) = {(y,z)ET(M) xL(M) IT(Y)='lT:(Z)} is called the Finsler bundle
of M and denoted by F(M)(T(M),'lT:bGL(n,R». The projection 'IT:l is the mapping:
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F(M)-..T(M) I (Y, z)-..y. The Lie algebra of the structural group GL(n, R) of L(M) and
F(M) is denoted by L(n, R) and the canonical base by {Ll}. .

Since a point u of F(M) is a pair of a tangent vector y and a linear frame z= (z,,) at
a point x of a base manifold M, a coordinate system (xi) in M induces a coordinate sys
tem (xi,1,z"i) in F(M) by y=yi(%xi)." and z,,=za'(%xi)x, which we shall call a
canonical coordinate system of F(M). The vector y is also called a supporting element.

A Finsler connection of M is by the first definition of M. Matsumoto a pair (F, N) of
a connection F in the Finsler bundle F(M) and a non-linear connection N in the tan
gent bundle T(M).

1.2. Given a Finsler connection (F,N), let l ..(UEF(M» and ly (yET(M» be the
respective lifts with respect to F and N. In terms of a canonical coordinate system (xi,
yi,z"i), they are expressed by

(1.1) l .. (%:Jf') y= (%:Jf') ..-ziF/k(%z,/) ...

(1.2) l.. (%y")y=(o/OyR) ..-ziCh(%4) ..

and

(1.3) ly(%:Jf') x= (%:Jf') y-Nik(%yi) y.

The rh, Ch are called the coefficients of r and the N;k the coefficients of N.
As another lift to T(M) there exists the vertical lift ly'U experssed by

(1.4) l/(%:Jf')x=(%y")y.

For each l'EV the h- and v- basic fields Bk(l') and B"(l') are defined by assigning to U
= (Y,z)

(1.5) Bk(l') .. : =l,.ly(zv)

and

(1.6) B"(l') .. ,: =l,iy'U(zv)

respectively, where zv=z"iv"(%xi)x for z=z,/, x=n-(z) , l'=v"e".
Let K be a Finsler tensor field. The h- and v- covariant derivatives of K are defined

by .JkK(l') : =Bk(l')K and L1"'K(l') : =B"(l')K respectively. In terms of a canonical coordi
nate system, the components of .JkK and .J"'K are denoted by K/ lk and K/lk respectively,
if K is assumed. for instance, to be of type (1, 1), i. e••

(1.7)

where (z';") : = (zai)-I, and they are expressed. as follows:

(1.8) K/'k=oK/lo:Jf'+KJ"F,ik-K.iF/"k,

(1.9) K/lk=oK//'iJy"+K/"C"h-K.iCjmk,

where iJ/o:Jf': ='iJ/'iJ:Jf'-Nmk(%ym), and

(1.10)
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which are the coeflicients of the so-called subordinate V -connection of (r, N).
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1.3. In F(M) the fundamental vector field Z(A) is defined for each AEL(n,R). The
vector at u= (y, z) is expressed by

(1. Jl) Z(A)u=AbUZUi (iJ/iJz/) u,

where A=AbuLab. H a Finsler connection (r, N) is given, this field and the basic fields
span the tangent space of F(M) at each point. Thus, we have the following structural
equations:

(1.12)

(1.13)

(1.14)

[B"(I), B"(2)]=B"(T(I, 2» +.8"(Rl(1, 2» -r-Z(R2(I, 2»,
[B"(I),B"(2)J=B"(C(1, 2» +.8"(Pl(1, 2» +Z(P2(1, 2»,

[.8"(1), .8"(2)J= .8"(81(1, 2» -i-Z(82 (1, 2»,

Th=~ji{Fh},

pijk=iJNij/oyk-Fh,

8ijk=~jdCh}

where we put for brevity i: =ViEV (i=1,2), and from which we have five kinds of
torsion tensor fields T,C,Rl,pl,8 1 and three kinds of curvature tensor fields R2,P2,82•
They are called the (h)h-, (h)hv-, (v)h-, (v)hv- and (v)v-torsion tensor fields and
the h-, hv- and v-curvature tensor fields re8]:e::tively.

In the following discussions we shall use T, pi, 8 1 and p2, 8 2, whose respective
components are as follows:

(1.15)

(1.16)

(1.17)

and

(1.18) P/kl=iJFh/iJy-C/11 k+C/lllpmkl,

(1.19) 8hl=~kl{iJC/k/ayl+CjmkCtlh}'

where ~ji{"'} denotes, for instance, ~jdF/k}=Fh-Fh.
In the typically used Finsler connections, T and 8 1 vanish. In the present paper, how

ever, we shall treat Finsler connections with non-vanishing T.

1.4. Given a Finsler connection (r, N), we have the associated non-linear connectioJl
N' with the subordinate V -connection r v of (r, N) . The pair (r, N') is also a Finsler
connection. We slrall denote by putting a prime the quantities with respect to (r, N').
Between the h-basic fields B"(1?) and Bf"(v) there exists the relation

(1. 20) B"(v) =B'h (v) +.8"(D(v» ,

where the tensor field D is called the deflection tensor field, whose components are e.....:.
pres'lCd by

(1.21) Dik=yiFh-Nik.

Since the coefficents of N' become N'ik=yjFh, the deflection tensor field expresses the
difference of N' and N.
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Let C be a differentiable curve in M and C be a differentiable curve in T(M) mapped
-on the C by the projection 1:. Tangent vectors X(t) along C are called parallel along C
with respea to C, if the equations

(1.22) Xi+F/T,(x,y)Xj:t!'+C/k(x,y)Xjyk=O

are satisfied, where C is expressed by :rI(t) and C by :¥f(t), yi(t) , and a dot means
.d/dt. H we take in particular (; to be a lift c* with respect to the non-linear connection
N, the supporting element y satisfies

(1.23) yi+Nij(X,y)yk=O,

and so (1.22) may be written in the form

(1.24) Xi+F/T,(x,y)Xi:t!'=O.

It is easily seen from (1. 21), (1. 23) that the supporting element y is parallel with re
-Spect to C*, i. e. ,

(1. 25)

if and only if the deflection tensor field vanishes.
Thus, in the typically used Finsler connections, a non·linear connection is chosen such

that the deflection tensor field D vanishes. In the present paper, 'however, we shall also
treat Finsler connections with non-vanishing D.

1.5. Now, we shall treat Finsler spaces. Let L(x,y) be the metrical function and G

the metric tensor field defined by gij: =02( ~V) /oyioyj. A Finsler connection in a Finsler

spare is called metrical if the length (gij(X,y)XiXj)l;2 of a vector X remains unchanged
under parallel displacements along any curve C with respect to any C. Such a connection
is characterized by the conditions

(1.26)

(1. 2:1)

(1.28)

Fju+Fhii=()gj"/oxk,

CiU+C"ji=ogj,,/oyk,

and so each covariant differentiation commutes with the raising and lowering of indices.
H we fix a point x of a base manifold M, the gij(X,y) give a Riemannian metric on

a tangent spare at x, from which the Riemannian oonnection is defined. The Christoffel
symbols of the :first and second kinds become

(1.29)

which are uniquely determined from the metrical condition (1. 2:1) .and the oondition of
symmetry

(I. 30)
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The condition (1. 30) means that the (v)v-torsion tensor field 8 1 vanishes. It gets on a fair
treat in the cases of metrical connections satisfying 8 1=0. In the following we shall con
fine ourselves to such connections. Since the connection coefficients Clk are always given
by (1. 29), we shall omit the comments for Cli in the statements for Finsler connections.
The coefficients C/k and Cjhk are symmetric and it holds the so-called Crcondition

(1. 31) yjCh=O, yjCjkk=O.

And the coefficients 0.19) of 8 2 become

(1. 32)

1. 6. Since the used Finsler connections are general ones, we have to notice that some
formulas have the styles different from the ones familiar to us. For later use we shall
show

LEMrvV\ 1. If a Finsler connection satisfies the Crcondition, it holds

(1.33)

(1.34)

yi Ij=[)ij, yi lj=o/,

POikl=piU +DimCl"l+[)ikII,
where 0/ are Kronecker's deltas and the subscript 0 means the contraction for the support
ing ef,ement y.

Proof. The former follows from the definitions of the covariant differentiations and the
latter from the contraction of (1.18), for yk.

LEMMA 2. If a Finsler connection in a Finsler space is metrical and the connection co
efficients Cjkk are symmetric" it holds for the components Pijkl: =gjl,Pfkl of the hv-curv
ature tensor field p2

(1.35)

(1. 36)

Pijkl=-Pjikl,

Pijkl=@3ij{Cjkl,i-Cjhnpmil} +Aiju,

(1. 37) l'lijkl: = ~ [(Tijk-Tjik+ T ikj) Il

+ (Tijm- Tjim+ Tjmi)Ckml+@3ij{(Tkim+Tihn+Tkm;)Cjml}]'

Proof. H we apply (1.13) to the metric tensor field G, we have one of the Ricci iden
tities

(1. 38)

The skew-symmetry (1. 35) follows from (1. 28). H we take the Bk_part of a Jacobi iden
tity

(1. 39) [Bh(l), [Bh(2), .8"(3)]J + [Bk(2) , [.8"(3), Bk(l)]]

+[.8"(3), [Bk(l), Bk(2)]J=0,
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where i: =ViEV (i=I,2,3), we obtain one of the Bianchi identities

(1.40) @5ik{Cjklli-Ptjkl+ TijmCl"l+Cij",P"'k/} + Tij"ll-Ti",,,Cjm/=o.

The (1.36) follows from the so-called Christoffel process with respect to i, k and j.

2. Metrical connections with deflection and torsion.

2. 1. As a famous Finsler connection in a Finsler space there exists the Cartan connec
tion, whose coefficients are given by

(2.1)

(2.2)

if we put

FjJ.k=rjk,,+@3jk{CJkmG"'h}'

Nik=Gi",

(2.3) rjkk: = ~ (ogjk/OXk+oghk/oxj-Ogjk/Ox"), r/k: =gi"rjhk,

(2.4) Gi: = ~ rikyjyk, Gik : =OGi/oyk.

M. Matsumoto [6J has proposed the following elegant axioms that determine the Cartanc
connection.
(CI) The connection is metrical.
(C2) The deflection tensor field D vanishes identically.
(C3) The (h)k-torsion tensor field T vanishes identically.
(C4) The (v)v--torsion tensor field 8 1 vanishes identically.
The geometrical meanings of the above axioms have been already explained in the previ
ous section. In order to obtain new metrical connections satisfying 8 1=0, we shall try to
replace the axioms (C2), (C3) by some weaker conditions.

2.2. For a Finsler connection CF,N), the axiom (C2) means that the non-linear con
nection N is just the associated one N', and the axiom (C3) states that a skew-symmet
ric Finsler (I,2)-tensor field T vanishes. So, we shall first give any non-linear connec
tion and any skew-symmetric Finsler C1,2)-tensor field. We have

PROPOSITION 1. Given a non-linear connection N and a skew-symmetric Finsler (1, 2)
tensor field T in a Finsler space, there exists a unique Finsler connection cr, N) satis
fying the axiomsCCI), (C4) and fo/.brwing two.
(C2') The non-linear connection is the given N.
CC3') The (k)k-torsion tensor field is the given T.

Let Nik and T/k be the coefficients of N and the components of T respectively. The"
coefficients of r are given by

(2.5) rjl.k=rjhk+@5jh{Cj~"'k}+Ajkk,

where putting T jkk : = gikT/k

(2.6)
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Proof. We may put

(2.7) rjkl:=rjkl:+ejk {CjhnNmk}+Ajkl:

for some Finsler (0,3)-tensor field Aju' Due to (1. 26) and (1.15) the axioms (C2') and
(C3') are expressed by

(2.8) Ajkl:+Akjl:=O

and

(2.9) Aju-Aikj=Tjkk

respectively. These are uniquely solved and we have (2.6).
For the above connection the deflection tensor field D is exIlressed by

(2.10)

where A/l: : =gihAjk,.. H we solve (2.10) for Ni, we have

(2.11) Nil:=Gil:--Ck/m (A1ro-DmO) + (Aoil:-Di).

Hence we have obtained

PROPOSITION 2. Given a Finsler (1, I)-tensor field D ami a skew-symmetric Finsler
(1. 2)-tensor field T in a Finsler space, there exists a unique Finsler connection (r, N)

.satisfying the axioms (CI) , (C3'), (C4) ami
(C2") The deflection tensor field is the given D.

Let Dik be the components of D. The coefficients qf (r, N) are given by (2.5) and

(2.12)

where

(2.13)

2.3. The above proposition includes two special cases. H the axiom (C3') remains to
he (C3), we have the conn~tion treated by the author [5J. On the other hand, if we
impose the axiom (C2) instead of (C2"), the Bik in (2.13) become AOil:' and we have

PROPOSITION 3. Given a skew-symmetric Finsler (I,2)-tensor field T in a Finsler
.space, there exists a unique Finster connection (r, N) satisfying the axioms (CI), (C2),
(C3') and (C4).

The coefficients of (r, N) are given by (2.5) and

(2.14)

H we assume that Yk=O, which is equivalent to (2.2) owing to (2.12), then we
have an example of a Finsler connection with deflection and torsion.

PROPOSITION 4. Given a skew-symmetric Finsler (1, 2)-tensor field T in a Finsler
.space, there exists a unique Finsler connection (r, N) satisfying the axioms (CI), (C3'),
(C4) and
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(C2''') The 1IQ1t-linear connecti()ll N is tne one given by E. Carlan.
The coefficients of r are given by

(2.15) rjU=TjAi+@)j.. {CjiooG"'Al +Aju•

The deflection tensor field D is expressed by

(2.16) IJi..=Ah·
For simplicity we shall define as follows.

DEFINITION 1. A FiDsIer connection given in the above any proposition is called a metri
cal connection with torsion if the (h)h-torsion tensor field does not vanish.

3. Generalized Berwald spaces.

3.1. A Berwald space is a Finsler space in which the coefficients Fh of the Cartan
connection depend on position alone, i. e. ,

(3.1)

where

(3.2) F/i=r/i+gi"CjJ?'A-C/.G*..-Ci",G"'j'

which are derived from (1.10), (2.1), and which E.Cartan has denoted by I'*/.. and_
v. Wagner by t/..J. We have generalized the Cartan connection and have obtained met
rical Finsler connections with torsion. So, we sball define as follows.

DEFINITION 2. A Finsler space is called a generalized Berwald space if there is possi
ble to introduce a metrical Fmsler connection with torsion in such a way the connection
OO"Jlicients Fh depend on position alone.

3. 2. We shall find the conditions that a Finsler space becomes a generalized Berwald
space.

THEOREM 1. A metrical Finsler connection with torsi()ll satisfies tne condition (3. I)
if tmd only if it holds

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

Cij1IJi..=O,

C;jjlz=C;j 11fY""

where Aojil are given in (1.37), tmd are also expressed by A;ji as

(3. 6) A;jit=.A;,;i1,+ (A;j", +A".;j-A-,ji)C..·,+S;j {Ah/uCj"'l} .

Proof. The condition (3.1) holds if and only if the formula (1.18) is reduced to-

(3. 7)
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where the left- and right-hand members are skew-symmetric and symmetric with respect:
to the indi<xs i and j respectively. Hence, (3.1) is equivalent to

(3.8)

(3.9)

Pijv=O,

CiiJ;II=Cii,J'mV'

By the contraction (3.9) for yi we have (3.3) from (1.31), (1.33). If we eliminate,
pml;l from (3.9) using (1.34), (3.8), we have (3.4). Then the (3.5) follows immedia
tely from (1. 36).

Conversely, let us assume (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5). If we write the formula of P/u.
from (1. 36), (3. 5), and contract for yi, then we have from (1. 31), (1.33), (1. 34).
and (3.3)

(3.10) Piv+Dj"l;l;mZ+Djl;ll=Ci,IO-Cl;impmOI,

from which we have by the contraction for yk

(3.11) piOI=-Dil; Id.
Substituting (3.11) into (3. 10), the right-hand member of (3.10) vanishes owing to (3_
3), (3.4), and we have an expression for Pl;ji" The (3.9) follows from (3.3), (3.4),
and the (3.8) follows from (1.36), (3.5) and (3.9).

3.3. From Theorem. 1 we have

THEOREM 2. A Finster space is a generalized Berwald space if tmd only if there exists
a FinsZer (1, I)-tensor field Dil; aTUi a skew-symmetric Finster (1, 2)-tensor field T/k=l={}
satisfying the conditions (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5), where the connection is the one giVeTt.

from DiI; and Tb by Proposition 2.

If we consider Finsler connections without deflection, we have

THEOREM 3. A Finster spoce is a generalized Berwald space if there exists a skew
symmetru Finster (1,2) -tensor field T/k'i=O satisfying the conditions (3. 5) aTUi

(3.12)

where the connection is the one given from T/I; by Proposition 3.

CoITeSIXIDding to Proposition 4, we have

THEoREM 4. A Finster spoce is a generalized Berwald space if there exists a skew
symmetru Finsler (1, 2)-tensor field T/k'i=O satisfying the condition (3.5) and following·
two.

(3.13)

(3.14)

where the connection is the one given from T/A; by Proposition 4.
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4. Wanger spaces.
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4.1. Finally, we shall treat the following special Finsler connections.

DEFINITION 3. A FiJ)!'!('''' connection is called semi-symmetric if the (h)h-torsion tensor
field T has the tClrm

(4.1)

for some covariant vector field sj.

For a semi-symmetric metrical connection, the (2. 6) becomes

(4.2)

from which we have

(4.3)

(4.4)

A/J,=gjil-oisj'

Arh=yil-oiso, Aoio=L2si-yiso,

where si : =gikS1.. and the (3.6) is reduced to

(4.5) Aij/J=@5ij{gi,,(OSj/oy)} •

Thus, we have

PROPOSITION 5. For a semi-symmetric metrical contrection, the tensor field Aij", vanishes
.identically if and only if the vector field Sj depends on position alone.

In the following we shall assume that the field sj depends on position alone

4. 2. We shall restate Propositions 3 and 4 for the semi·symmetric cases.

THEOREM 5. Given a cuoariant vector field Sj(x)*O in a Finster sptlCe, there exists a 
-unique Finster connection (r, N) satisfying the following axioms.
(C1) The contrection is metrical.
(C2) The deflection tensor field D vanishes identically.
(C3") The connection is semi-symmetric with resPect to the given Sj.
(C4) The (v)v-torsion tensor field S1 vanishes identically.

The coefficients Nik and F/J, are given by

(4.6) Ni,,=Gi,,-L2Ci,sl+Yil-oiso,

(4.7) F/J,=r*/k+L2(S/R,+C/",C,,"',)sl

+ (yiCj/J-YJCiz-y~ll)sl+C/gSo+gjgSi-oisj

where Cjg, ShE, Gi" and F*h are given by (1.29), (1.32), (2.4) and (3.2) respec
tively.

In the two-dimensional case, the al:ove F/" become the coefficients *r/" «8) in Wanger
,[8J) of his generalized Cartan connection, which is thought as a semi-symmetric metrical
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"COnnection without deflection. Hence, we shall call the connections given in Theorem 5
the Wagner connections.

Corresponding to Proposition 4 we have

THEOREM 6. Given a covariant vector field Sj(x) in a Finsler space, there exists a
unique Finsler connection (r, N) satisfying the axioms (CI), (C2'''), (C3") and (C4).

The coefficients F/i are given by

(4.8)

The deflection tensor field D is expressed by

(4.9)

4.3. We have a typical generalized Berwald space corresponding to Theorem 3

THEOREM 7. A Finsler space is a generalized Berwald space if there exists a covariant
vector field Sj(x)=r!=O such that the Wagner connection defined by the Sj satisfies the con
dition Cijill=O.

In the two-dimensional case, if we write out concretely the condition Cijill=O using the
results in Theorem 5 by the two-dimensional method (Berwald [3J), then we have the
condition (15) in Wagner [8J. Thus, we have obtained another proof for his main theo
rem. We shall call the generalized Berwald spaces defined by Theorem 7 the Wagner
spaces. Such a space offers a model of Finsler spaces.

On the other hand, the conditions (3.13) and (4.4) imply C;ji=O for 8. non-zero Sj(x).
So, corresponding to Theorem 4 we have

THEOREM 8. There does not exist a non-Riemannian generalized Berwald space in the
sense of the connection given by Theorem 6.
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